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Editor’s NoteEditor’s Note
I welcome dear readers to the 170th issue of 

CJ!  This issue also features news of important 
events that took place in the past month. 

The main highlight of the past month was 
the successful workshop on International 
Merchandise Trade Statistic which was held 
in Maldives Customs Service in collaboration 
with the United Nations Statistics Division 
(UNSD). The workshop paved way for 
the statisticians to strengthen trade 
data compilation and analytical capacity.

The commissioner General of Customs 
distributed commendation ribbon to the staff of 
Addu Customs and certificates of appreciation 
to 12 Customs officers, for their exceptional 
service on combating border related crimes. 
Purpose of the appreciation is to motivate 
officers and encourage to achieve more in 
terms of contending border related crimes.

Two officers were trained abroad during the 
past month in the areas of Single Window 
and WCO Security which were held in Korea 
and Indonesia respectively. In Addition to 
that WCO Expert on Post Clearance Audit, 
Superintendent Fathmath Abdul Rahman 
attended the Post Clearance Audit Diagnostic 
Mission and Senior Superintendent Ahmed 
Niyaz attended “South Asia Sub Regional 
Economic Cooperation (SASEC) Finance 
Ministers Meeting” held in New Delhi.

On local trainings, information sessions 
were held to make our staff more familiar 
with the Criminal Procedure Code. In 
addition to this a training program about 
Positive thinking and Positive Attitude and 
a refresher was conducted for officers 
working in the Passenger Clearance section. 

In the area of enforcement, our officers 
at the Velana International Airport 
(VIA) successfully seized 578 grams of 
Heroin from a Maldivian Passenger who 
travelled from Dubai, on 19th April 2017. 

One of the main highlights of the past 
month was the completion of the Male’ city 
cleaning challenge organized by N-range. 
The event was a huge success generating 
the biggest staff participation turnout for 
N-range cleaning challenges till date among 
all the organizations. Our staff covered a 
huge area with so much enthusiasm and 
energy. N-range highlighted the good team 
spirit and dedication of the Customs Staff. 

Furthermore, we participated in the Autism 
Awareness activities organized by the 
Maldives Autism Association in to mark 
Worlds Autism Day 2017. More than 50 our 
staff  took  part in this walk along with staff 
from other organizations and school students. 
Additionally, we contributed to the “1 RF for 
Autism School Students” fund boxes set up 
in front of Social Centre. Customs Officers 
also took part in the “Autism Charity Run” 
on 1st April 2017. In addition to this various 
messages were shared on our social media 
to show our support to this noble cause. 

On sports, Customs hosted the very first 
Executive Billiard Tournament 2017.  MACL won 
the tournament and Customs was the Runner-
up. The tournament was an initiation of Customs 
Recreation Club to strength the relationship 
between the Executives of our stakeholders.

Flip through the pages to find out more 
information on the events that made headlines 
in the past month. Happy reading everyone!

 aishath.wilny@customs.gov.mv

  

 

Aishath Willinee
Editor
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Importation of alcohol containing products and 
goods that requires a special permit
As per CG Directive 12/2017, Alcohol containing products or goods that requires a special permit for importation shall 
be treated the same under section 285 of the Customs General Regulation, whether they are imported by a foreigner 
or a work permit holder.

Forged revenue stamps
As per CG Directive 13/2017, it has been observed by the Customs that forged revenue stamps of MVR 500 and MVR 
1000 are submitted to Customs along with the Import License. The Directive alerted staff to be cautious of these forged 
revenue stamps.

Tariff Committee has been renewed
As per CG Directive 15/2017 (with reference to 12/2016) effective from 24th April 2017, the following changes have been 
made to the Tariff Committee.

SSp Khadeeja Moosa  (Chairperson)

SSp Saudhulla Mufeed  (Vice Chairperson)

CCO Ali Zubair 

CCO Aishath Willinee 

CCO Zoona Ahmed 

SCO Gr 3 Jameela Hassan  

CO Gr1 Ahsan Aaly

As per CG Directive 14/2017, a procedural guidance has been made on how to proceed on confiscating expired, 
damaged or goods in bonded ware house.

Procedures for disposal of expired or damaged 
items in the Bonded Warehouses

DIRECTIVES
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Transfers and appointments according to the 
revised Customs Organization Structure

1.   Directorate of Customs Procedure and Sea Ports Operations 

      Directorate Head: Chief Superintendent Abdulla Waheed

2.  Directorate of Customs Airport and Regional Operations

     Directorate Head: Chief Superintendent Mohamed Maseeh  

3.  Directorate of Enforcement 

     Directorate Head: Chief Superintendent Ismail Hamdhoon  

4. Intelligence and Risk Management Division

    Division Head: Deputy Chief Superintendent Khadheeja Mohamed  

5. Sea Ports Operation Division 

    Division Head: Senior Superintendent Muaz Ali 

Commissioner General of Customs Ibrahim 
Shareef Mohamed (Chairperson) 

Deputy Commissioner General of Customs 
Ismail Abdulla (Vice Chairperson)

Assistant Commissioner General of Customs 
Ismail Nashid 

Chief Superintendent Abdulla Waheed

Chief Superintendent Mohamed Maseeh

Chief Superintendent Ismail Hamdhoon

Chief Superintendent Fathmath Sodhaf

Deputy Chief Superintendent Dr Fathmath 
Mohamed

Deputy Chief Superintendent Rafeeq Moosa

Deputy Chief Superintendent Abdulla Ali

Deputy Chief Superintendent Mahmood Riyaz

Deputy Chief Superintendent Mohamed 
Hameed

Deputy Chief Superintendent Khadheeja 
Mohamed 

Senior Superintendent Ahmed Simah

Senior Superintendent Ahmed Niyaz 

Senior Superintendent Muaz Ali

Superintendent Ahmed Faheem

As per CG Directive 16/2017 effective from 27th April 2017, instead of 3 Directorates, the Customs structure has 
been revised to include 4 Directorates. With this revision, the structure is divided into 4 directives, whose details and 
assigned senior officers are as follows.

As per CG Directive 17/2017 (with reference to 14/2016) effective from 28th March 2017, the following 
changes have been made to the Commissioner Generals Advisory Board  

Commissioner General’s Advisory Board
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ENFORCEMENT

Customs seizes 578 Grams of Heroin

Customs has seized 578 grams of Heroin from a 
Maldivian male passenger who arrived on 19th 
April 2017 from Dubai.

Customs officers at airport found the passenger to be of 
suspicious behavior which led to an initial interception. 
With questioning and further examination, officers found 

2 packets (578 grams) of heroin concealed in his luggage.

This individual along with the seized drugs have been 
handed over to Maldives Police Service for further 
investigations.
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TRAININGS - INTERNATIONAL

On 3 April, Superintendent Fathimath Abdul 
Rahman attended the “Post Clearance Audit 
Diagnostic Mission to Sierra Leone” held in 

Freetown, Sierra Leone. The mission was funded by the 
United Kingdom Customs.

The mission was conducted by Ms. Rahman, who is a 
World Customs Expert in the field of PCA along with the 

PCA Specialist from World Customs Organisation. One of 
the main task for the Diagnostic Mission was to conduct 
a GAP Analysis to find out if the current PCA practices by 
the Customs Administration of Sierra Leone aligns with 
the Article 7.5 of the WCO Trade Facilitation Agreement. 

Ms. Rahman returned back from the mission on the 5 
April 2017.

PCA Diagnostic Mission, Sierra Leone 

WCO UNESCAP 3rd UNNExT Masterclass 2017  

On 19 April, Superintendent Moosa Ali attended 
the “WCO UNESCAP 3rd UNNExT Masterclass 
2017 - The Single Window in the context of the 

WTO TFA” held in Customs Border Control Training Center 
in Cheon-An, Republic of Korea under the funding by 
Korea Customs Cooperation Fund.

The Masterclass aimed to provide Administrations that 
are in the early stages of examining Single Window 
implementation with the necessary knowledge for this 
implementation process. 

The Masterclass was also based on the WCO’s Economic 
Competitiveness Package (ECP), including the Single 
Window Compendium and the WCO Data Model, as well 
as the UNNExT Single Window Implementation Toolkit.

In the sideline of this workshop, Moosa Ali completed an 
E-Learning Training on Business Process Analysis (BPA)  

Moosa Ali returned back from the workshop on the 29 
April 2017.

Group photo - Participants with WCO expert on PCA SP. Fathimath Abdul Rahman 

Group photo - Participants of WCO UNESCAP 3rd Masterclass 
2017 
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South Asia Sub Regional Economic Cooperation 
(SASEC) Finance Ministers Meeting, India 

Group photo - Maldives Delegation with the Maldives 
Ambassador  to India H.E Ahmed Mohamed.

On 3 April, Senior Superintendent  Ahmed Niyaz 
attended “South Asia Sub Regional Economic 
Cooperation (SASEC) Finance Ministers Meeting” 

held in New Delhi under the sponsorship of Asian 
Development Bank (ADB).

The main objective of the meeting was to launch the 
SASEC Vision Document by the Finance Ministers of the 
seven SASEC member countries.

 Mr. Niyaz returned back from the meeting on the 5 April 
2017.

On 25 April, Superintendent Mohamed Rishfan 
attended the “WCO Asia pacific Regional Strategic 
Workshop on the WCO Security Program” held in 

Jakarta, Indonesia under the funding by Japan Customs 
Cooperation Fund.

The main purpose of the workshop was to explore 

collective actions by all the WCO Members in the A/P 
region against cross-border security threats and discuss 
how Customs administrations cake take on the Security 
Agenda. 

Mr. Rishfan returned back from the workshop on the 28 
April 2017.

WCO Asia Pacific Regional Strategic Workshop 
on the WCO Security Program, Indonesia 

Group photo - Participants of the ( WCO Security Program )
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Regional Workshop on IMTS Data Compilation 
and Analytical Capacity, Maldives

Group photo: Participants of IMTS workshop with senior executives of MCS and facilitators.

Maldives Customs Services jointly with the United 
Nations Statistics Division (UNSD) commenced a 
regional workshop on International Merchandise 

Trade Statistic, with the theme of “Strengthening Data 
Compilation and Analytical Capacity”. 

The training was carried out by experts from UN 
Interational Merchandise Trade Statistics and Tradesift. 
Officials from South African Revenue Service (SARS), 
Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Statistics of India, Maldives Customs Service, Maldives 
Monetary Authority, Ministry of Economic Development, 
Maldives Inland Revenue Authority and National Bureau 
of Statistics participated in this training.

The purpose of the four-day workshop was part of an 
ongoing capacity development project to strengthen 
trade data compilation and analytical capacity. The 
workshop’s objectives are to address questions regarding 
methodology and challenges in data compilation of 
International Merchandise Trade Statistics (IMTS); 
exchange country experiences with issues such as 

data acquisition, data compilation strategies and data 
dissemination related to compilation of IMTS; establish 
close cooperation among institutions which are providing, 
compiling and using trade statistics and; acquire practical 
knowledge in trade data analysis through the use of 
TradeSift and data visualization. 

The ultimate goal is to enable compilers to produce 
international merchandise trade statistics of the highest 
quality and enable compilers and users to analyze trade 
statistics relevant to their needs.
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Presentation Skills

Awareness Session on the Criminal Procedure 
Code

In the month of April, 03 sessions on the ‘Jinaaee 
Ijuraathuge Qaanoon’ was conducted by the Customs 
Academy. These sessions were attended by 54 officers 

including Executive Staff. 

The purpose of these sessions were to make the staff 
familiar with the newly introduced Criminal Procedure 
Code.  The CPC will be enacted on 2nd July 2017

TRAININGS - LOCAL

A training on Presentation skills was held from 2nd 
to 6th of April 2017. This training program was 
organized by the Civil Service Training Institute 

which two officers of Maldives Customs Service had 
participated in. the training took place at the Civil Service 
Training Institute (CSTI).

Positive Thinking and Positive Attitude

A training program conducted by the Civil Service 
Training Institute on Positive thinking and Positive 
Attitude was held on the 2nd of April 2017. This 

training program focused on the importance of positive 
attitude and thinking while discussing the issues that 
might be caused otherwise. 

This 5 day training ended on the 6th April 2017. 

Awareness session on criminal procedure code 
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Refresher program on Passenger Clearence  ފފފ 

The third session of the Refresher program on 
Passenger Clearence was held from 12 to 13 April 
2017 at the Customs Academy. The program is 

designed as a refresher program consisting of theory 
classes as well as a practical session at the Velana 
International Airport (VIA). 

The program aims to enhance the knowledge on the work 
requirements and procedures carried out by the officers 
working in the Passenger Clearance section.

A total of 12 officers had attended and completed this 
program. 

Passenger Clearence officers participating in the refresher 

program

Deputy Chief Superintendent Abdulla Ali addressing to the 

officers participating in the refresher program

Chief Customs officer Mohamed Afzal taking a session

Superintendent Mohamed Riyaz Moosa  taking a session
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EVENTS

Commendation Ribbon handed over to Addu 
Customs Staff

Certificate of Appreciation presented to 12 officers

The Commissioner General of Customs has handed 
over the certificates of appreciation to 12 Customs 
officers, for their exceptional service on combatting 

border related crimes.

Speaking at the ceremony, CG Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed 
congratulated all the officers who received the certificates 
today. In his speech he stated that these officers provided 
an outstanding service and encouraged them to be an 

example to other staff. The ceremony was attended by 
senior officers of Customs.

Customs is the leading agency in combatting border 
crimes along with other border agencies to protect the 
community from crimes such as illicit trafficking of narcotic 
and psychoactive substances, Money Laundering, 
terrorism funding, smuggling of endangered species and 
high taxed commodities.

Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim 
Shareef Mohamed along with the Minister of 
Tourism Moosa Zameer visited Addu Customs to 

handover commendation ribbon tiltled “Gaabil Kamuge 
Kula” & “Kaamiyaabuge Ran Kula” to officers for their 
noteworthy service to the organization. Commendation 
ribbon “Gaabil Kamuge Kula” and “Kaamiyaabuge Ran 
Kula” were presented to 600 and 79 staff respectively on 

a ceremony held on 24 January 2017.

These ribbons are tokens provided to officers in the 
recognition of their continued service rendered to the 
organization in their careers. A committee has been setup 
by the Commissioner General of Customs to oversee the 
awarding of commendation ribbon.
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    Autism Awareness work

Maldives Customs Service supports Autism 
Awareness Month

Maldives Customs Service 
contributes to Autism 
by showing support and 

participating in the activities carried 
out to aware the public regarding 
Autism. Every year the Autism 
organizations throughout the world 
celebrates the 2nd of April as the 
World Autism Awareness. 

Customs Building was lit in blue on 
2nd April 2017 to promote Autism 
Awareness to educate the people 
that Autism is not a disease but a 
uniqueness which is not less from 

others. A large number of Customs 
Officers also took part in the Autism 
Awareness walk held on 13th April 
2017. 

Additionally, Customs officers 
provided financial assistance to 
Maldives Autism Association (MAA) 
through a fund raising initiation by 
MAA. Moreover, several Customs 
Officers showed their support 
financially by purchasing socks 
designed to depict the noble cause. 

Autism or Autism Spectrum Disorder 

refers to various ranges of conditions 
characterized by the challenges 
with social skills, repetitive 
behaviors, speech and non-verbal 
communications as well as unique 
strengths and performances.
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Customs completes Male’ City cleaning Challenge

Maldives Customs Service took part in the cleaning 
challenge initiated by N-Range, to keep Male’ 
City Clean. 80 Officers from Customs started 

the event on 08th April 2017 morning and covered a vast 
region starting from Customs Building to the east up to 
the FSM Petrol Shed near Hulhumale’ Ferry Terminal.

Customs was challenged by Team Barrow (Maldivian Idol 

participant Shamweel). After successfully completing the 
cleaning challenge, Maldives Customs Service challenged 
Jumerirah Vittaveli Resort to do so in the following 
Saturday.

Male’ City Cleaning Challenge is an initiative by N-Range. 
N-Range is an NGO, who organizes large events and social 
programs.
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CRC provides H1F1 influenza vaccination opportunity 
for its members and families

Customs Recreation Club held a vaccination 
program for Maldives Customs Service staff and 
families against the H1N1 influenza. After the 

outbreak of swine flu in Maldives lead by an immense 
increase in demand for H1N1 influenza vaccine, caused 
shortages in supply for vaccines.

Customs Recreation Club took this initiative in order to 
provide its members and their families an opportunity 
away from long queues at various vaccination points.

The two day program was conducted at Male’ Head 
Office and Bonded Warehouse at Hulhumale’, which was 
participated by 560 staff (with family members).

The two day program was conducted at Male’ Head 
Office and Bonded Warehouse at Hulhumale’, which was 
participated by 560 staff (with family members).

Media appearances for stakeholders’ awareness

Among several media appearances made last month, 
on 19th April 2017, Superintendent Ismail Hilmy and 
Superintendent Ahmed Abdulla appeared on Public 

Service Media and on 20th April 2017 Superintendent 
Ismail Hilmy and Superintendent Mohamed Riyaz Moosa 
went live on Channel 13 while on 24th April 2017 Zivar 
Ismail went live on PSM Dhivehi Raajjeyge Adu to provide 
information on important provisions that need to be 
considered while importing goods for personal Use. They 
highlighted on the allowances provided to individuals and 

stressed on being aware on the prohibited and restricted 
goods for import.

On 25th April 2017 Superintendent Ismail Hilmy and Chief 
Customs Officer Mohamed Ikram Ibrahim appeared on 
Sangu TV while on 30th April 2017 Superintendent Ahmed 
Abdulla and Senior Customs Officer 3 Ahmed Rasheed 
went live on Magey Raajje program of PSM to aware the 
people on the above mentioned issue.
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Senior Customs Officer Grade 3 Mohamed Ibrahim 
wins 2nd place in the Best Radio Presenter 
Competition

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU !

Senior Customs Officer Grade 
3 Mohamed Ibrahim famously 
known as MI sets another 

milestone by registering his mark 
on the Radio presentation field. 
Mohamed Ibrahim was named as the 
First runners-up to Sajidha Mufeed 
on the second season of Best Radio 
Presenter program organized by 
the Radio Channel of Public Service 
Media – Dhivehi Raajjeyge Adu. 

Mohamed Ibrahim is famous for his 
outstanding performance mainly 
as a comedian, in the Office Tele-
drama Competition organized by the 
Television Maldives.  In his career as 
an Actor he has performed in various 
episodes including, Hithi Natheeja, 
Dhoopatta, Ramla, Hiyaalee Folaa, 
Oivaru, Zamaan, Furusath and other 
video productions.

MI became aware of the competition 
through the Facebook post 
which encouraged him to test his 
presentation skills. After competing 
with 64 participants, MI made it into 
the Top 11. 

With an elimination on each week, MI 
reached the top before presenting 
the best performance of the whole 
Competition in Kaafu Huraa which 
made all the three judges to give a 
standing ovation.

In the finals (Top 3) MI competed 
against Aishath Suneetha and Sajidha 
Mufeed. standing ovation. In the finals 
(Top 3) MI competed with Aishath 
Suneetha and Sajidha Mufeed. 
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SPORTS

MACL wins the first Executive Billiard Tournament 
held in Customs

Maldives Airports Company 
Limited (MACL) wins the 
trophy of first Executive 

Billiard Tournament 2017 after 
beating Maldives Customs Service 
(MCS) in the final by 2 frames. MACL 
was unbeaten throughout the 
tournament.

Executive Billiard tournament 2017 
was organized by Customs Recreation 
Club to enhance the relationship 
with stakeholders at Executive level. 
The tournament was held from 20-
23 April at Customs Recreation Club 
Game Centre and was inaugurated 
by the Managing Director of State 

Trading Organization (STO), Mr.  
Ahmed Shaheer.

Top 6 players of the tournament were 
awarded with individual trophies 
for their exceptional performance 
throughout the tournament.

Top 6 Players – Executive Billiard 
Tournament 2017

1. Mohamed Ibrahim – MACL

2. Ibrahim Iyaz – MACL

3. Mohamed Rishfan – Customs

4. Hussain Ali – STO

5. Abdulla Afeef – MPL

6. Ahmed Niyaz - Customs

Other teams who took part in 
the tournament include Maldives 
Transport and Contracting Company 
(MTCC), State Trading Organization 
(STO) and Maldives Ports Limited 
(MPL). 

The Executive Billiard Tournament 
2017 is sponsored by Maldives 
Finance Leasing Company (MFCL)
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Best 3 players of Executive Billiard Tournament

MACL  -  Champion Team of Executive Billiard Tournament 

MCS -  Runner-up Team of Executive Billiard Tournament  
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CRC crashes out from Club Maldives on penalties

Customs Recreation Club (CRC) 
was forced to end their Club 
Maldives campaign, losing to 

the defending Champions United BML 
on penalties. 

BML took the lead in the round of 
16 which was played on 28th April 
2017 in the early stages of the game; 

however it was cancelled by a stunner 
from CRC J#08 Abdul Mueen Ahmed 
who chipped the ball from halfway 
line of the pitch over the opposition 
goal keeper to force the match into 
penalties.

CRC made it into the knockout phase 

as the runners-up of Group H, as 
Housing Development Corporation a 
superior goal difference to CRC.

CRC was unbeaten in normal play 
throughout the tournament as they 
won 2 games and drew 1 game in the 
group stage with scoring 9 goals and 
conceding 5 goals in the process.

Club Maldives tournament is the most 
prestigious futsal event for Offices 
and Companies held in Maldives.
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WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement
Article 1 - PUBLICATION AND AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION

The landmark agreement of 
World Trade Organization 
(WTO) came to effect on 22 

February 2017, after ratification 
of two third of the WTO members. 
At the time of entry into force 
there were 164 members. Though 
not included among the 109 
members who had ratified the 
agreement, Maldives is in the final 
stage of sending notification to 
the Parliament of the Maldives. 
The attorney general’s office had 
commented on the proposal 
prepared by Ministry of Economic 
Development who is working with 
other agencies in the agreement’s 
country compliance assessment. 

Customs plays a major role as most 
of the Articles directly correspond 
to the activities of Customs 
administration. Maldives Customs 
Service (MCS) is giving its support 
and commitment from the first 
day when members agreed to 
go ahead with the Agreement in 
2013. The assessment prepared 
by MCS is currently shared among 
other stakeholders in making an 
independent assessment. 

The World Customs Organization 
(WCO) works closely with WTO in 
making awareness at various levels. 
It is important to create awareness 
among the senior officials such as 
Heads of Customs Administrations. 

The TFA is divided into three 
sections. Section 1 contains 12 
articles. The first article is about 
publication and availability of 
information. All agencies such as 
Maldives Customs Service (MCS), 
Maldives Food and Drug Authority 
(MFDA), Ministry of Fisheries and 
Agriculture (MOFA), Ministry of 

Defense and National Security 
(MNDF), Ministry of Economic 
Development (MED) have to publish 
their procedures and regulations 
related to import, export and 
transit on a media accessible to 
public on an accessible manner and 
should make available promptly. 
The aim of the Article is to provide 
the information promptly and in an 
easily accessible manner. Maldives 
has a huge number of foreign 
companies where a large proportion 
of their employees are expatriates. 
Therefore, the information should 
be made available in both local and 
English languages.

Due to lack of resources all 
border agencies are not 
able to publish information 

stipulated in the Article. Customs 
do inform the information in 
various platforms such as having 
information sessions, using 
Official Website and Social Media 
and local television and radio 
channels. Maldives has information 
technology infrastructure to publish 
information on official websites. 
Some public and private agencies 
have already published laws, 
regulations and procedures on 

their websites. However, to make 
things easier for the traders and 
individuals it is important to make 
the information available on a single 
platform.

The recent procedure published on 
MCS Website regarding disposal of 
goods in bonded warehouse when 
it is expired or damaged is a type 
of publication mentioned in the 
Article. However, in order to reach 
wider audience, these procedures 
need to be translated into English 
as well. 

Most of the agencies have 
their Official Website. 
However, we still need 

to help all agencies to establish 
websites and focus on regular 
updates. The information required 
by traders and individuals need to 
be presented in a systematic way 
so that it is easily accessible. Some 
agencies do not have websites 
and it is still a challenge to find 
updated information related to 
trade procedures and regulations. 
Customs has taken the initiative to 
introduce Customs Brokers who 
are trained and certified to work on 
behalf of traders in import export 
and transit procedures. As a result, 
traders and individuals can visit 
Customs brokers to get information. 

It may be useful for Customs to take 
the initiative to assist all established 
and practicing Customs brokers to 
develop websites and make trade 
related procedures available through

4th SASEC meeting in Kurumba Maldives.

Current situation for 
1.1 (publication) 

Current situation 
for 1.2 - Information 
Available through 
Internet 
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and practicing Customs brokers to 
develop websites and make trade 
related procedures available through 
their websites. If such an initiative is 
to be considered brokers should work 
with Customs and other agencies to 
get updated information and publish 
on websites in timely manner. Trade 
Facilitating Committee (TFC) and 
Working Groups established under 
the guidance of TFC could help 
brokers to design websites that can 
help Maldives to follow article 1.2. If 
such a mechanism can be introduced, 
other public agencies would follow 
in establishing websites and make 
information available through 
internet.

Traders and individuals visit, 
make phone calls or send mails 
to find information regarding 

trade procedures.  It is mandatory 
by the Information Act to assign an 
individual who would be responsible 
to provide information by each public 
institutions. As a result, the contact 
details are published on respective 
websites. Maldives could establish a 
mechanism where a single location 
such as an administrative center or 
a website to provide all trade related 
information. Such a mechanism 
needs human resource and other 
facilities. The current progress of 
establishing a single window could 
help Maldives to introduce enquiry 
points at a single location. However 
National Single Window is still in the 
infant stage, and this option may take 
some time to realize.

In section 3 of the agreement it is a 
requirement to create a Committee 
on Trade Facilitation where 

members are encouraged to raise 

issues regarding implementation of 
the Agreement. In addition to that, a 
National Trade Facilitation Committee 
also needs to be formed to establish 
domestic coordination and 
implementation of the provisions.  In 
this regard, President has established 
the National Trade Facilitation 
Committee, who is chaired by the 
Minister of Economic Development. 

Under notifications, we have to 
submit the names of the official 
publications and the address(es) of 
the website(s) where the information 
required by Article 1.1 and 1.2 has 
been published. The information 
required by article 1.1 is: 

(a) Procedures for importation, 
exportation, and transit (including 
port, airport, and other entry-point 
procedures), and required forms and 
documents;

(b)  Applied rates of duties and taxes of 
any kind imposed on or in connection 
with importation or exportation;

(c)   Fees and charges imposed by 
or for governmental agencies on 
or in connection with importation, 
exportation or transit;

(d) Rules for the classification or 
valuation of products for customs 
purposes;

(e) Laws, regulations, and 

administrative rulings of general 
application relating to rules of origin;

(f) Import, export or transit 
restrictions or prohibitions;

(g)     Penalty provisions for breaches of 
import, export, or transit formalities;

(h)     Procedures for appeal or review;

(i)     Agreements or parts thereof with 
any country or countries relating to 
importation, exportation, or transit; 
and

(j) Procedures relating to the 
administration of tariff quotas.

It is a requirement by the government 
offices, all border agencies, trade and 
revenue authorities to publish the 
general trade related information. 
The information that need to be 
informed under 1.2 is the Uniform 
Resource Locator (url) of the websites 
where information in published. In 
addition to that contact details also 
need to be communicated to WTO 
Committee on Trade Facilitation. 

An effective working group 
such as the Working Group 
established for National Single 

Window (NSW) needs to be established 
to work on the implementation of 
Article 1 of the Agreement. Due to 
the nature of the this, such a Working 
Group may include officials who are 
familiar with laws and regulations as 
well as procedures of various trade 
related legislations. A comprehensive 
timeline and guidance is needed to 
complete the work and implement 
the provision as mentioned in the 
Agreement.

Customs representing the Asian Development 

Bank (ADB) national consultation meeting 

Current situation for 
1.2 - 3 Enquiry Points

Current situation – 4 
Notification 

The way forward
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       ޗީފް ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ ޙައްވާ ރަޝީދާ )ހައްވަ( އޭ ބުނުމުން 
އަޅުގަނޑުމެން އެންމެންގެހިތްތަކަށް އެންމެ ފުރަތަމަވެސް އަންނާނީ 
ރީތިފަރުމާކުރުންތަކާއި، އެހާމެރަހަމީރު ކޭކުތަކުގެ ހަނދާންތަކެވެ. 
މޯލްޑިވްސް ކަސްޓަމްސް ސަރވިސްގެ ވަޒީފާގެއިތުރުން އާމްދަނީ 
ހެޔޮގޮތުގައި  ގޭގައިލިބޭހުސްވަގުތުގެބޭނުން  އިތުރުކުރުމާއި، 
މިމަސައްކަތްވަނީ  ފެއްޓި  މަޤްސަދުގައި  ބޭނުންކުރުމުގެ 
ހިތްހަމަޖެހޭމަސައްކަތަކަށްވެފައެ އެހާމެ  ވަރަށްކާމިޔާބް 
ގޮތުގައި  މިސާލެއްގެ  އަޅުގަނޑުމެން  މިއަދު  ޙައްވައަކީ  ވެ. 
ކަނބަލެކެވެ. ހީވާގިމަސައްކަތްތެރި  ނަމޫނާ  ނަގަންޖެހޭ 

    ކޭކުއެޅުމުގެ ދާއިރާއިން ވަރަށް ގިނަ ތަމްރީނާއި ތަޖުރިބާ 
ދާއިރާއިން  ޑިޒައިންގކުރުމުގެ  ކޭކް  ހައްވައަކީ   ލިބިލައްވާފައިވާ 
އޮފް  “ވިލްޓަންމެތަޑް  އަދި  މާސްޓަރސް  ގެ  ޕީ،އެމް،އީ   “
ޙާސިލްކުރައްވައިފައިވާ   “ ފޯސްޓަރ  ޑެކަރޭޓިންގގެ  ކޭކް 
ބިނާކުރުމުގެ  މީހުން  ވަރަކުން  ވަގުތުވީ  މިދާއިރާއިން  އަދި 
ބުރަކޮށް  ހީވާގިދިވެހިދަރިއެކެވެ.  މަސައްކަތްވެސްކުރަމުންދާ 
އުޅުއްވަމުންވެސް ކޮންމެމީހަކަށްވެސް އެމީހަކު އެންމެ ކުރާހިތްވާ 
ކަމެއްގައި ކުރިއަށް ދެވިދާނެކަން ހައްވަ ވަނީ ސާބިތުކޮށްދީފައެވެ.
އަލަށްވެންނެވި  ވަޒީފާއަށް  ކާތިބެއްގެ  ބަޖެޓް  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ 
އޯއައިސީގެ  އޮފީހުގެ  ޖެނެރަލް  ކޮމިޝަނަރ  މިއަދު  ހައްވައަކީ 

ބުރަމަސްއޫލިއްޔަތު ފުރުއްވަމުންގެންދަވާ ޒިންމާދާރު އޮފިސަރެކެވެ. 
ކަސްޓަމްސްއިން  އިތުރުން   މަސައްކަތުގެ  ރަސްމީ  އޮފީހުގެ 
އުފަލާއިއެކުއެވެ.  އިޖާބަދެނީ  ގޮވާލުމަކަށްވެސް  ކޮންމެ  ގޮވާލާ 

ހިތާއިރޫހުންނެވެ. ޤަޢުމީފޯރީގައެވެ.   ، ޤަޢުމީޖޯޝާއި 

 

–ޗީފް ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ ޙައްވާ ރަޝީދާ

169ވަނަ އަދަދުގައި ބައިނަލް އަޤްވާމީ އަންހެނުންގެ ދުވަހާއި ގުޅުވައިގެން 

ކަނބަލުންނަށް ޚާއްސަކުރި ސެގްމެންޓާއި ގުޅޭ.. 
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        ސުޕްރިޓެންޑެންޓް ، ފާތިމަތު އަބްދުލް ރަޙްމާން 
ލޯބިކުރާ  ނުހަނު  އުނގެނުމަށް  ތަޢުލީމް  އަކީ  )ފާތުން( 
ހިތްވަރާއި އަޒުމާއި އެކު ބޭނުންވާ ލަނޑުދަނޑިތައް ކުރިއާލާ 
ކުރާ  މަސައްކަތް  އަޅާ  ގަދަ  ކުރަން  ޙާސިލް  ކޮށް  ފާހަގަ 
ޚިދުމަތުގައި  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ކަނބަލެކެވެ.  ގަދަ  ހިތްވަރު 
ކޮށްލަން  ފާހަގަ  ގުނަމުންދާއިރު،  އަހަރު  ވަނަ   17
ހޯއްދަވާފައެވެ. ވަނީ  ފާތުން  ކާމިޔާބީއެއް  އެތައް  ޖެހޭ 

މެމްބަރު  ގެ   އޯ  ސީ،  ޑަބްލިއު،  މިގޮތުން       
ބާއްވާ  ކުރުމަށް  ތަމްރީން  މީހުން  ޤައުމުތަކުގައި 
ވޯކްޝޮޕް ތަކުގައި ކިޔަވާ ދިނުމާއި  ފެކްޓް ފައިންޑިންގ 
މިޝަންތަކުގައި މަސައްކަތް ކުރުމުގެ ފުރުސަތުވެސް ފާތުން 
ވަނީ ހޯއްދަވާފައެވެ. ފާތުން އަކީ ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ދާއިރާއިން 
ރާއްޖެއިން ބޭރުގައި ހިންގާ އެކިއެކި ކޯސްތަކުގައި ކިޔަވައި 

ދެއްވާ އޮފިސަރެއްގެ ގޮތުގައި ފާހަގަކުރެވޭއިރު، މޯލްޑިވްސް 
ތަމްރީން  މުވައްޒަފުން  ސަރވިސްގެ  ކަސްޓަމްސް 
ފާހަގަކޮށްލެވެއެވެ.  ޚިދުމަތް  ފާތުންގެ  ކުރުމުގައިވެސް 

މީގެ އިތުރުން ވެސް ތަފާތު މަތީ ތަޢުލީމްދޭ މަރުކަޒުތަކުގައި 
ކިޔަވައިދެއްވުމުގެ ތަޖުރިބާ ލިބިލައްވާފައި ހުރި ލެކްޗަރާއެކެވެ.

     ފާތިމަތު އަބްދުލް ރަޙްމާން ފާހަގަކުރެއްވި ގޮތުގައި 
ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ވެރިންގެ ފަރާތުން ލިބޭ އެއްބާރުލުމާއި އަދި 
އެހީތެރިކަމަކީ  މުވައްޒަފުންގެ  ކުރާ  މަސައްކަތް  އެކުގައި 
ހިތްވަރެކެވެ. ބޮޑު  ވަރަށް  ލިބޭ  ދިއުމަށް  ކުރިއަށް 

 

ސުޕްރިޓެންޑެންޓް ފާތިމަތު އަބްދުލް ރަޙްމާން
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      ސީނިއަރ ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ 3 ސަދުމާ މޫސާ އަކީ 
ވޭތުވެދިޔަ 17 އަހަރު  މެދުކެނޑުމެއް ނެތި ހީވާގިކޮށް ކަންކަމުގައި 
އިސްނަގާ އުޅުއްވާ މުރާލި އޮފިސަރެކެވެ. ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ އެކިއެކި 
މިގޮތުން  މުވައްޒަފެކެވެ.  ނަގާކިޔާ  ހިންގުމުގައި  ރާވާ  ކަންކަން 
ގްރެފިކްސް ޑިޒައިނިންގ ރޮގުން ފާހަގަ ކޮށްލެވޭ ގިނަ މަސައްކަތްތައް 
ހަފްލާތަކާއި  އަހަރީ  އެކިއެކި  ކުރައްވައެވެ.ކަސްޓަމްގެ  ސަދުމާ 
މުނާސަބަތުތަކުގައި ދައުވަތު ކާޑު، ބެނަރ ފަދަ ތަކެތި ޑިޒައިން 
ފިޓްނަސްގެ  އަކީ  ސަދުމާ  އިތުުރުން  ގެންދެވުމުގެ  ކުރައްވަމުން 

އޮފިސަރެކެވެ. ފާހަގަކޮށްލެވޭ  ރޮގުން 

އަދި  ޕަރސަނަލް  ރާވާލުމުން  ކުރިއާލާ  ތާވަލު  ދުވަހުގެ      
ކުރެވޭނޭ  އެއްހަމައެގައި  ކަންކަން  ގެ  ލައިފް  ޕްރޮފެޝަނަލް 
ބުނުމަކީ  ނެތުމޭ  ވަގުތު  ޤަބޫލުކުރައްވައެވެ.  ސަދުމާ  ކަމަށް 
ކުރައްވާ  ފާހަގަ  ޕޮލިސީއެއްނޫންކަމަށް  ޤަބޫލުކުރާ  ސަދުމާ 
ކަންކަމާއި  ޖެހޭ  ކުރަން  ބަލައްހައްޓަމުން  އާއިލާ  ވިދާޅުވީ 
ކުރަނީ  ގޮތެއްގައި  ހަމަހަމަ  ކަންކަން  ބޭނުންވާ  ކުރަން 

ބަހާލައިގެންނެވެ. ކަންކަން  ވަގުތަށް 

ކުރަން  އުޖޫރައަށް  މަސައްކަތެއް  ސޯޝަލް  އެއްވެސް     
ބޭނުންނުވާ ކަމާށާއި ފިޓްނަސް، ކޭކް ޑެކަރޭޝަން ނުވަތަ ފެހުން 
ކަމުގައި ވިއަސް ސަދޫ އަށް އެނގި ދަސްވެފައި ހުރި ކަންކަން 
އުފަލެއްލެއްކަމުގައި  ލިބޭ  ދަސްކޮށްދިނުމަކީ  އެހެންމީހުންނަށް 
އަންހެން  ކުރާގޮތުގައި  ޤަބޫލު  ފާހަގަކުުރެއްވިއެވެ.ސަދޫ 
ކަނބަލުންނަކީ ޤާބީލު ހުނަރުވެރި އެކަނބަލުން ކުރަން ބޭނުންވާ 

ކޮންމެކަމެއް ޙާސިލުކުރެވޭނޭ ފަދަ ބައެކެވެ.

       ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ އަންހެން ކަނބަލުންނަށް ސަދޫ ދެެއްވަން 
ބޭނުންވާ މެސެޖަކީ ވަގުތުގެ ބޭނުން ހެޔޮގޮތުގައި ހިފާ ، ހަށިގަނޑު 
ފިޓްކޮށް ބެހެއްޓުމަށް މަސައްކަތްކޮށް ވިސްނުމާއި ހިޔާލު ތަނަވަސްކޮށް 
ކަންކަމުގައި ޕޮސިޓިވް އެޓިޓިއުޑްއެއް ގެންގުޅުމަކީ ވަރަށް ކުރިއަށް 

އެޅޭ ވަރަށް މުޙިއްމު ފިޔަވަޅެއްކަމުގައެވެ. 

ފޮތް  ދަސްކުރުމަށާއި  ކަންކަން  އާ  އަބަދުވެސް    
ރަގަޅު  ގެނެވޭނެ  އަށް  މީހާ  ނިދުމަކީ  އަވަހަށް  ކިއުމާއި 

ކުރެއްވިއެވެ.  ފާހަގަ  ބަދަލުތަކެއްކަން 

 

–ސީނިއަރ ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ 3 ސަދުމާ މޫސާ 
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ފާތިމަތު   ،2 ގރ  އޮފިސަރ  ކަސްޓަމްސް  ސީނިއަރ     
ތެރެއިން  މުވައްޒަފުންގެ  ހީވާގި  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  މީނާޒްއަކީ 
ގުނާލެވޭ ކުޅަދާނަ މުވައްޒަފެކެވެ. މީނާޒް ކަސްޓަމްސްގައި 19 
އަހަރުގެ ދިގު މުއްދަތެއް ހޭދަކޮށްފައިވާއިރު، އޭނާ ފާހަގަކޮށްލެވެނީ 
ނޫނެވެ. ގޮތުގައެއް  އޮފިސަރެއްގެ  ކަސްޓަމްސް  ހަމައެކަނި 

   މީނާޒް އަކީ 2008 ވަނަ އަހަރުންސުރެން ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ 
ސްކައުޓްސް އެސޯސިއޭޝަން ގައި، ކަބްސް ސްކައުޓް ލީޑަރުގެ 
ސްކައުޓްގައި  އޮފިސަރެކެވެ.  ގެންދާ  އަދާކުރަމުން  މަގާމް 
ހިދުމަތްކޮށްދީފައިވާއިރު،  ގިނައިން  އަހަރަށްވުރެން   10
މީހުންނާ  މިޒާޖެއްގެ،  މަޖާ  ކޮށްލެވެނީ،  ފާހަގަ  މީނާޒް 
ގޮތުގައިއެވެ. އޮފިސަރެއްގެ  ހީވާގި  މަސައްކަތްކުރާ  ގުޅިގެން 

    މިހާތަނަށް ރާއްޖެއިން ބޭރުގައި ބޭއްވޭ އެކިއެކި ސްކައުޓް 
ފުރުސަތު  ކުރުމުގެ  މަސައްކަތް  އިސްކޮށް  ހަރަކާތްތަކުގައި 
މީނާޒްއަށް ލިބިފައިވާއިރު، 2012 ވަނަ އަހަރު ސްރީލަންކާގައި 
ތަމްސީލް  ގްރޫޕް  ސްކައުޓް  އަރަބިއްޔާ  ޖަމްބަރީގައި  ބޭއްވުނު 
މީގެ  ލިބިފައެވެ.  ވަނީ  މީނާޒްއަށް  ފުރުސަތުވެސް  ކުރުމުގެ 
ހަރަކާތްތަކުގައިވެސް  ބޭއްވިފައިވާ  ރާއްޖެތެރޭގައި  އިތުރުން 
އަދާކޮށްފައިވެއެވެ.  އިސްދައުރެއް  ބައިވެރިވެ  މީނާޒް 

ގޮތާއިމެދު  އުފެދުނު  މިދާއިރާއަށް ޝައުގުވެރިކަން  މީނާޒް     
މިކަމުގައި  “ދަރިފުޅު  ބުނެފައިވަނީ  ސުވާލުކުރުމުން 
ބައިވެރިކުރުމުން، އައި ބަދަލު ފެނި، އެކަމަކީ އަމިއްލަ ނަފްސަށްވެސް 
ކަމަށެވެ. ގަބޫލްކުރެވުނު”  ކަމެއްކަމަށް  ބޭނުންތެރި  ވަރަށް 

އެކިގޮތްގޮތުން  ފަރާތުން  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  މިކަމުގައި  އަދި    
މިކަހަލަ  ލިބިފައިވާކަމަށާއި،  އަބަދުވެސް  އެއްބާރުލުން  އެހީއާއި 

ވެރިންނަށާއި  އިސް  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ފުރުސަތެއްގައި 
އެކުވެރިންނަށް  އެންމެހާ  ކުރާ  މަސައްކަތް  އެކުގައި 

ބުނެފައިވެއެވެ.  ކަމަށް  ބޭނުންވާ  އަދާކުރަން  ޝުކުރު 

ސީނިއަރ ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ ގރ 2، ފާތިމަތު މީނާޒް
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އަޒުމަތު   1 ގްރޭޑް  އޮފިސަރ  ކަސްޓަމްސް  ސީނިއަރ 
މިއީ  މިހާރު  އަދާކުރައްވާތާ  ވަޒީފާ  ކަސްޓަމްސްގައި  ޝާކިރު 
24 ވަނަ އަހަރުކަމަށް ވާއިރު، އަޒްމަތު ފާހަގަ ކުރެވިފައިވަނީ 
ހީވާގި  ކުރައްވާ  އަދާ  އެކު  ޝައުގުވެރިކަމާއި  ވަޒީފާ  އަދާކުރާ 
ބޭކަނބަލެއްގެ ގޮތުގައެވެ. ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ތަފާތު ސެކްޝަންތަކުގައި 
ވާކަން  ލިބިވަޑައިގެންފައި  ތަޖުރިބާތަކެއް  ގިނަ  މަސައްކަތްކޮށް 
އަޒްމަތު ފާހަގަކުރައްވައެވެ. މިގޮތުން އެންމެ ކުރީގެ ދުވަސްތަކުގައި 
ހިންގިއިރު  ސެކްޝަނެއް  ނަމުގައި  ސެކްޝަންގެ  ފްރީ  ޑިއުޓީ 
ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  މަސައްކަތްކޮށްފައިވާކަމަށާއި،  އެސެކްޝަންގައި 
ހިދުމަތްކޮށްފައިވަނީ  ގިނަދުވަސްވަންދެން  އެންމެ  ހަޔާތުގައި 
އޭނާގެ  ސެކްޝަންގައިކަން  ޕްރޮސެސިންގް  ޕެސެންޖަރ 
ވާހަކައިން ފާހަގަކުރެވެއެވެ. އަޒްމަތަކީ ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ވަޒީފާގައި 
އަދި  އުނގެނި  ޤުރުއާން  ކީރީތި  އުޅުއްވަމުންވެސް  ބުރަކޮށް 
އުނގައްނައިދެއްވަމުން ގެންދަވާ ފަރާތަކެވެ. ކޮންމެ މަހަކުވެސް 
މި  އިސްކަމަކީ  ދެއްވި  ކުޑައިރު  އޭނާ  ޚަތިމުކުރުމަށް  ޤުރުއާން 
ފަންނުގައި ކުރިއެރުމަށް އަޒްމަތަށް ލިބުނު އެންމެ ބޮޑު ހިތްވަރެވެ. 
ވަރުވެސް  ދުވަސް  އައި  ޚާސިލްކުރަމުން  ތަޢުލީމް  ސްކޫލުގައި 
އެކިއެކި މުބާރާތްތަކުގައި ދިޔައީ ބައިވެރިވަމުންނެވެ. ތައުލީމީ އެއް 
ޙަރުފަތަކަށް ފަހު އަނެއް ހަރުފަތެއް ގިރާކުރަމުން އައިސް އަޒުމަތަކީ 

ކުރައްވާފައިވާ  ފުރިހަމަ  ޓީޗިންގ  ޤުރުއާން  އިން  ބެޗެލަރސް 
ފާހަގަކުރަމެވެ. އުފަލާއިއެކު  މިފުރުސަތުގައި  ބޭކަނބަލެއްކަން 

މީޙުންނަށް  އެހެން  އެއިލްމް  އުނގެނުމަށްފަހު  އިލްމް 
ފޯރުކޮށްދިނުމަކީ އަޒުމަތު އަބަދުވެސް ކުރަމުން އައި އުންމީދެކެވެ. 
އެގޮތުން މީގެ 10 އަހަރު ކުރިން ކުޑަކުދީންނަށް ކީރިތި ޤުރުއާން 
ބޮޑަށް  ވަރަށް  ވަނީ  މިއަދު  މަސައްކަތް  ފެށި  ދަސްކޮށްދިނުމަށް 
ފުޅާވެފައެވެ. މިއަދު އަޒުމަތު ހިންގާ ޤުރުޢާން ކްލާހުގައި 100 
އަށް ވުރެ ގިނަ ދަރިވަރުން ތަޢުލީމް ޙާސިލް ކުރަމުން ގެންދެއެވެ. 

އާންމުންނަށް  ފުޅާކޮށް  އިތުރަށް  މިމަސައްކަތް  އަދި 
މިޙިދުމަތް ދިނުމަކީ އަޒްމަތުގެ އުންމީދެވެ. އިސްލާމިކް ޝަރީޢާއިން 
މާސްޓާރސް ހައްދަވަމުން ގެންދަވާ އަޒުމަތު ދެކިލައްވާ ގޮތުގައި 
ގަދަ އަޅައި މަސައްކަތްކޮށްފި ނަމަ އެއްވެސް ކަމަކީ ނުކުރެވޭނޭ 
ކަމެއްނޫނެވެ. އަދި ވަގުތަކީ އަމިއްލައަށް ހޯދީމާލިބޭ އެއްޗެއްކަމާއި 
އާއިލާ ބަލަހައްޓަމުން، އޮފީހުގެ މަސައްކަތް ކުރަމުން އުގެނެމުން 
އަދި އުގައްނައި ދިނުމަކީ ފަސޭހަކަމެއް ނޫން ކަމުގައި ވިއަސް 
މިއީ ކުރާހިތުން ކުރާކަމެއްކަމަށް އަޒުމަތު ފާހަގަކުރައްވާފައިވެއެވެ.

ވަކީން ޚާއްސަ ކަމެއްގެ ގޮތުގައި އަޒުމަތު ފާހަގަ ކުރެއްވީ 
ކުރެއްވީ  ޙާސިލް  ތަޢުލީމު  ޙަރުފަތެއްގައިވެސް  ކޮންމެ  ތަޢުލީމީ 
ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ރަސްމީ ވަޒީފާގެ 8 ގަޑިއިރު ފުރިހަމަކޮށް އޭގެ އިތުރުން 
ލިބޭ ވަގުތުގައި ކަމަށެވެ. މިގޮތަށް މިކަންކުރެވުނީ ކަސްޓަމްސް ގެ 
ވެރީންނާއި އެކުގައި މަސައްކަތް ކުރާ މުވައްޒަފުންގެ އެހީތެރިކަމާއި 

ފާހަގަކުރައްވައެވެ. އަޒުމަތު  ކަމުގައި  ލިބުމުން  އެއްބާރާލުން 

 

–ސީނިއަރ ކަސްޓަމްސް އޮފިސަރ 1 އަޒުމަތު ޝާކިރު 
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އެޓަރނީ  ވަލީދުބެއަކީ  ނުވަތަ  މޫސާ  ވަލީދު  އަބްދުهللا     

ސަރުކާރުގައި  ވަޒީފާއިން  ޕިޔޯނެއްގެ  އޮފީހުގެ  ޖެނެރަލް    

ދިރިއުޅުމުގެ  ޒުވާނެކެވެ.  އެއިރުގެ  ފެއްޓި  ކުރަން  މަސައްކަތް 

ޙާލަތު ހުރިގޮތުން އަނބިދަރިންނަށް ޚަރަދުކުރަން ލިބޭ ޢާމްދަނީން 

ދެކޮޅު ނުޖެހޭތީ ވަލީދު ބޭނުންވީ އެހެންވަޒީފާއަކަށް ބަދަލުވާށެވެ. 

ގިނަ އޮފީސްތަކެއް ބެލުމަށްފަހު ވަލީދު އަށް  އެންމެ ކަމުދާތަނަކަށް 

ޙުސައިން  މިހާރުގެ  އެހެންކަމުން  އެވެ.  ކަސްޓަމްސް  ފެނުނީ 

ޢާދަމް ބިލްޑިންގް ހުރިތަނުގައި ދެބުރި އިމާރާތުގައި ހިންގަމުން 

ސެކިއުރިޓީ  މިހާރުގެ   ( ދޮރުވާނެއް  ގެ  ކަސްޓަމްސް  ދިޔަ 

ޖުމުހޫރީމައިދާން  މިހާރު  އަށްބަދަލުވެ،  ވަޒީފާ  ގެ   ) އޮފިސަރ 

އޮފީސް  ތިންގުދަނާއި  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ހުރި  އެއިރު  ހުރިތަނުގައި 

ޖެނެރަލް  އެޓާރނީ  ހަވާލުވިއެވެ.  މަސައްކަތާއި  ބެލެހެއްޓުމުގެ 

އޮފީހުން ވަލީދުއަށް ލިބެނީ /120 ރުފިޔާއެވެ. އެޓާރނީޖެނެރަލް 

އޮފީހުގަ އެންމެ ބޮޑު މުސާރައަކީ- /175 ރުފިޔާއެވެ. 

ވަލީދު އަށް ކަސްޓަމްސް އިން /180 ރުފިޔާގެ މުސާރަ އަކާއި ، 

4 ޔުނީފޯރމްގެ އިތުރުން ކެއުމަށް ދުވާލަކަށް /5 ރުފިޔާލިބެއެވެ. 

ހުންނައިރު  ގުދަންބަލަހައްޓަން  އެދުވަސްވަރު  ބުނާގޮތުން  ވަލީދު 

އެންމެ ފާހަގަވާ ކަމަކީ މުދާބާލާއިރު ޓެލީކުރުމަށްޓަކައި ދަނޑިކޮޅު 

އިތުރުން  މަސައްކަތުގެ  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެރަސްމީ  ބޭނުންކުރުމެވެ.  

“ކޭތަ”  އުފެއްދި  ކަސްޓަމްސްއިން  ވަނައަހަރު   2016

ޑުރާމާއިން ވަލީދުވަނީ އޭނާގެ ހުނަރު ދައްކާލާފައެވެ. 

ދޮރުވާނެއްގެ މަސައްކަތުން ފެށިމަސައްކަތް ލާންޗު ކެޕްޓަންކަމުގެ 

ހޭދަކޮށް  އަހަރު   37 ކަސްޓަމްސްގަ  މިއަދު  ވަޒީފާއަދާކޮށް 

އެޑްމިނިސްޓްރޭޝަން  ވަލީދުއަކީ  ރިޓަޔަރވީއިރު  އޮފީހުން  

އިންޗާރޖްއެވެ.  ޑިވިޝަންގެ  ލޮޖިސްޓިކްސް  އެންޑް 

ވަލީދުމޫސާ  އަބްދުهللا  އޮފިސަރ  ޗީފްކަސްޓަމްސް 

އެންޑް  ޓްރާންސްޕޯރޓް  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ގޮތުން   އާއިބެހޭ 

ސީނިއަރ  ސެކްޝަންހެޑް   މެއިންޓެނަންސް 

ސްޕްރިންޓެންޑެންޓް ، މުޙައްމަދު ޝާހް ވިދާޅުވީ ..

 “ވަލީދު އަކީ އޮފީހަށް ވަރަށްބޭނުންތެރި މަސައްކަތައް ވަރަށް 

ފަރުވާބެހެއްޓި މުވައްޒަފެއް، ކަސްޓަްމްސްގެ ލާންޗް ދިޔަވެގެން 

އެމަސައްކަތުގައި ހަރަކާތްތެރިވިވަގުތު ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ރިޓަޔާރޑް 

ފާސް އަޅުވައިގެން ލާންޗް ފުންކުރުމުގެ މަސައްކަތުގައި ވަލީދު 

ޢަމަލީގޮތުން ހަރަކާތް ތެރިވުމުން ހަޤީގަތުގަވެސް އޮފީހާއިމެދު 

ވަލީދުގެ ހިތުގައި އޮތްލޯބިހާމަވޭ . އެކަމާ ވަރަށް އުފާވި ، 

ވަލީދުއަށް އަބަދުވެސް ހެޔޮސިއްޙަތަކަންއެދެން .”

ވަރަށް ހިތްހެޔޮ 
ބުނެލާނީ އެއީ 

ލީދުއާއި ދޭތެރޭ 
“ ވަ

އްވި މީހެއް ، 
ގާތް ގުޅުމެއް ބޭ

ފުންނާއި ވަރަށް
މުވައްޒަ

ވަރަށްފަޅު .” 
ވަކިވީމަ ނެތީމަ 

ވަރަށްދެރަވޭ 

ފާތިމަތު ތަމްހީދާ (
) އެކުގައި މަސައްކަތްކުރި ، 

އަބްދުهللاވަލީދު މޫސާ
 ޚިދުމަތުގައި  12/09/1979 - 01/04/2017  
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“ އޭ ކަސްޓަމާއޭ! އޭ ކަސްޓަމާއޭ! އަހަރެންކަލޭދޫކޮށްފައި މިދަނީ 

ކަލޭމަތިން ފޫހިވެގެންނޫނޭ, އަހަށްނަށް މަޖުބޫރުވެގެންނޭ މިދަނީ  

އަހަރެންމަތިން ހަނދާންކުރައްޗޭ އިނގޭ. “

“ ބައްޕަ ހުރިހާކުދިންދެކެ ވަރަށް ލޯބިވާނެ 7 ކުދިން ތިބިއިރު ކުދިންގެ 

މެދުގައި ތަފާތުކުރުމެއް ނުގެންގުޅޭނެ ، ވަރަށްއުފާވެ ބައްޕައާއި މެދު ، 

ބައްޕަ އަށް ކިރިއާ ކަމެއްވިޔަސް ފުރަތަމަ އަޅުގަނޑަށް ގުޅާނީ ބައްޕަ އެހެން 

ގެއެއްގަ އުޅުނަސް އަންނާނެ ކުދިން ކައިރިއަށް. “

 ) ވަލީދުގެ ދަރިފުޅު އަމްޖަދު ވަލީދު (

އެ ދިޔައީ ވަރަށް 
އިން ގެއްލިގެން 

“ ކަސްޓަމްސް 

އެއް ، ގަޑިއަށް 
ކެރެކްޓަރ ( ތަރި

ރުވެރި ) މަލްޓި 
ހުނަ

 ބޭފުޅެއް . “ 
 ރަނގަޅު ނަމޫނާ

ކަމޭހިތާ

ޙައްމަދު އަފްޒަލް (
ތަ “ ޑުރާމާއިން މު

)“ ކޭ

ވަރަށް ހިތްހެޔޮ 
ބުނެލާނީ އެއީ 

ލީދުއާއި ދޭތެރޭ 
“ ވަ

އްވި މީހެއް ، 
ގާތް ގުޅުމެއް ބޭ

ފުންނާއި ވަރަށް
މުވައްޒަ

ވަރަށްފަޅު .” 
ވަކިވީމަ ނެތީމަ 

ވަރަށްދެރަވޭ 

ފާތިމަތު ތަމްހީދާ (
) އެކުގައި މަސައްކަތްކުރި ، 
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The CIF value of goods imported during April increased by 9% compared 
to April last year. Approximately MVR 3 billion worth of goods were 
imported during April 2016, whereas this year the figure was recorded 

at MVR 3.2 billion. Among the top importing countries, United Arab Emirates 
recorded the highest with 21% and India at 2nd.

The total revenue collected through customs duty and other fees and fines 
during April 2017 showed a decrease of 5% compared to that of April 2016. A 
total of MVR 203 million was collected through Customs duty last month. 

The FOB value of goods exported during last April decreased by 21% to that of 
the same period last year, which is a decrease from MVR 363 million in January 
2016 to MVR 288 million in April 2017. The largest quantity of the exports was 
exported to Thailand which is 39.4% of the total exports for the month of April.

For further details please refer to ‘monthly statistics sheet’.

Imports increases by 9% in April

STATISTICS
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